
Purpose:
HNW, Family Offices and Equity Funds from Australia, Italy, 
and the US coming together to enable peer to peer 
knowledge sharing and access curated potential investors, 
customers, and commercial partners.

Opportunity:
Have you ever attended a conference where you could 
select ahead of time the in-country people you’d like to 
meet and have globally renowned business leaders 
facilitate the introductions? 

That's what Sirolli Italy offers, for handpicked capital partners 
we provide an event with meaningful connection and a 
cohort with a broad capital and knowledge base. Daily 
sessions and evening events led by international experts 
aimed at facilitating collaboration and opportunity, 
complemented with introductions to a curated cohort of 
companies possible partners (in country and out). These 
businesses are ready to scale globally, all are looking for 
networks and capital

Channels:
Sirolli Italy aim to ensure that delegates can access new ideas 
or channels to markets. The Italian Chamber of Commerce 
and The Sirolli Institute will deploy their considerable global 
reach to ensure delegates enjoy value creating discussions and 
an environment conducive to building trusted relationships. 
Each delegate will have the opportunity to co-create a wish list 
of businesses/individuals they would like to meet, which, 

where possible, the event partners will facilitate. 

Assisting with the introductions will be:
Italian Chamber of Commerce 40,000 members with 
staff complements north of 200.

Sirolli Institute Based in Italy and deeply connected to 
the EU and USA corporate community for over 30 years.

RiseQ Consulting Event organisers and Growth 
Strategy and Funding experts.

Evolution Accelerator USA based Accelerator and 
Investor with strong ties to European Investment Bank 
community.

Dave Sanders WorldBridge Partners & Amit Rathore  
(US based Investors and Technology Entrepreneurs).

Additional Value:
In addition to a chorus of diverse, successful disrupters 
and business leaders from Australia, Europe and the 
USA delegates will connect with and participate in 
interactive workshops with global thought leaders on 
leadership, innovation, technology, and M&A including:

Roberto Verganti, Advisor to EU Economic Council and 
Global thought leader on Innovation and leadership.

Sirolli Institute, International Enterprise facilitators. 

Gerhard Vorster, Former Chief Strategy Officer of 
Deloitte and led their Consulting businesses on three 
continents.

Ilana Vorster, Chief Strategy Officer for Estee Lauder 
worldwide.

Alex Chompff, Executive Director Evolution Accelerator    
and a leader in building bridges between markets for  
capital providers.

Rome Altino Milan Venice

Cost:
$7500USD plus Flights to and 
from Italy

Partners/Significant Others 
are welcome for an additional 
$2000USD

Cost includes all 
accommodations (food, drink, 
hotels, entertainment) and 
travel within Italy. Attendees 
arrive in Rome June 10th and 
depart from Venice June 17th.

We would be very interested 
in knowing what connections 
or access you might wish to 
make in Italy so that we can 
curate the trip for your 
specific business goals.  
Please share your wish list. 

Thank you for your interest! 

Sirolli Italy: June 10-17, 2023




